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Complex call production in the túngara frog
An intricate vocal anatomy underlies the subtleties of this animal’s melodic mating calls.

Animals’ sound-producing organs often act as
an integrated whole — particular vocal struc-
ture are not directly associated with the cre-
ation of discrete syllables1–4. But here we show
that the ‘chuck’ of the ‘whine-chuck’ mating
call of the túngara frog, Physalaemus pustulo-
sus, is caused by a fibrous mass attached to the
vocal folds; the chuck is eliminated by removal
of this structure, although the frog still tries 
to produce the sound. Sexual selection affects
the acoustic complexity of the frog’s call5–7, so
evolution may have shaped this unusual vocal-
ization, which is akin to the two-voiced song
of songbirds6,8.
Calls of túngara frogs consist of a whine fol-
lowed by up to seven chucks. The whine is a
long-frequency sweep, whereas the chuck is a
shorter sound whose fundamental frequency
is half that of the whine (for details, see sup-
plementary information). Females prefer a
whine–chuck call to a whine alone (probabil-
ity of 0.856; 3,135 versus 527; exact binomial,
P 0.000001).
In P. p u s t u l o s u sand some close relatives,
the vocal folds support a fibrous mass that
extends into the bronchus (see supplemen-
tary information). The size of this mass 
correlates with the presence or absence of
chuck-like call components among species
within the genus1, within the P. pustulosus

species group9and between populations of
the túngara frog’s sister species, P. p e t e r s i10. 
To investigate whether the fibrous mass
could be responsible for production of the
chuck sound, we recorded calls of male tún-
gara frogs in the field (‘pre-treatment’ condi-
tion). We then anaesthetized the frogs,
surgically removed the posterior elongation of
the fibrous mass, and recorded their calls after
they had recovered (‘post-treatment’ condi-
tion). A sham control replicated all aspects of
the surgery apart from ablation of the mass.
An additional control omitted surgical manip-
ulation but replicated the feeding, housing and
handling used in the other treatments. 
As the fundamental frequency of the chuck
is half that of the whine, its odd harmonics 
do not coincide with the whine’s harmonics,
although its even harmonics do (see supple-
mentary information). We predicted that 
ablation of the fibrous mass would reduce 
the amount of energy in odd relative to even
harmonics of the chuck, but would not influ-
ence the spectral features of the whine or the
increased amplitude at the call’s end. 
The relative energy in odd versus even har-
monics of the chuck was significantly reduced
after surgical treatment (F2,17 21.77,
P 0.001; Fig. 1a, b). The harmonic-energy
ratio was significantly lower than in either of

the two controls (Tukey post-hoc test; all 
comparisons, P 0.001); the two controls did
not differ from one another (Tukey test,
P 0.538). There was no treatment effect in
the same analysis of the whine (F2,17 0.891,
P 0.429). 
Although the chuck is diagnosed by its fun-
damental frequency relative to that of the
whine, it also increases the amplitude of the
end of the call. An increase in amplitude is
therefore evidence that the male is attempting
to produce a chuck. As predicted, there was no
treatment effect on the relative amplitude at
the end of the call (F2,21 0.287, P 0.754;
Fig. 1c, d). Males without the posterior elon-
gation of the fibrous mass therefore still
increase call amplitude at the end of the whine,
as they would when producing a chuck, but
the spectral structure of the chuck is missing.
Simply put, males without an elongated
fibrous mass on their vocal folds try to pro-
duce chuck sounds but are unable to do so. 
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Figure 1 |Effect of different treatments on call harmonics of the túngara frog, Physalaemus pustulosus.
a,Relative amplitude of odd (red bars) to even (blue) harmonics in each surgical-treatment group for
‘chuck’ (left panel) and ‘whine’ (right panel) call components; means and standard errors are shown.
Surgery, n 8; sham, n 6; none, n 6. b–d, Representative calls (top, relative amplitude of waveforms;
bottom, spectrogram) by an individual male in pre- (left panels) and post-treatment (right panels)
conditions after b, ablation of the ‘chuck’-associated fibrous mass; c, sham surgery; and d, no surgery.
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